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Statement
To contribute to the continuous improvement and overall effectiveness of the Lee Honors College
mobile application by conducting multiple Requirement Elicitation techniques to one; inform
readers on the description, background and overall purpose of Requirement Elicitation, two;
report the effectiveness of each elicitation technique selected and three; provide Lee Honors
College with in depth user requirements for the next iteration of the mobile application.

Description
A requirement is defined by Lexico (2019) as a thing that is needed or wanted, or a thing
that is compulsory; a necessary condition. Lexico also defines elicit (2019), i.e. elicitation, as
evoking or drawing out a reaction, answer or fact from someone. The broad descriptions of each
individual word of Requirement Elicitation (RE) can provide common individuals with a good
sense of what the process is, once placed together. However, this description does not
incorporate any business or software development concepts. Which is where this process and
this thesis is focused. Let’s explore some more analyst-based definitions.
Science Direct defines RE as (2019), “…the search for information about the functions
that the system must perform, and for the constraints under which the system must operate.”
Additionally, RE is described by Universal Class as being (2019), “the set of activities where
information is given by stakeholders, users, and customers to be applied to the design of the
initiative or the solution. Elicitation is a perpetual process during a project’s development. It is
not a stagnant, compartmentalized activity.” When reading through these definitions I feel that
an individual can start to comprehend the full scope of RE, which leads to my overall idea
surrounding the definition of RE.
There is no “perfect” all-encompassing definition to describe such an adjustable and
flexible process. Each individual must identify what aspects are crucial to meeting their project
goals before RE can start. Essentially, knowing the fundamental attributes will allow analysts
and individuals to develop their own definition of RE that is tailored to their project, team and/or
organization. This is where successful RE originates from. My definition of RE, in regards to
my research and this thesis, is; the process of drawing out requirements from end-users using
appropriate techniques that relate to identifying constraints for successful operations or
completion of your application or system.
To expand on RE further, industry professionals can break down requirements two
different ways; classifications and levels. I’ll first talk about requirement classifications. Aurum
and Wohlin (2005) have stated that classifications consist of:



Functional Requirements – what the system will do.
Non-functional requirements – constraints on the types of solutions
that will meet functional requirements
e.g. accuracy, performance, security
and modifiability.



Goal requirements – related to business goals.
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Domain requirements – related to problem area.
Product requirements – related to the product.
Design requirements – what to build.




Primary requirements – elicited from stakeholders.
Derived requirements – derived from primary requirements.




Business requirements vs. technical requirements
Product requirements vs. process requirements – business need vs. how people
will interact with the system.



Role based requirements – customer requirements, user requirements, IT
requirements, system requirements, and security
requirements.
(p. 4)

It was also stated by Aurum and Wohlin (2005) that design and requirements are
independent. (p. 4) Ideally, showing “what” it should do, rather than “how” but this isn’t always
possible in practice. Difficulty can also arise because “what” and “how” can mean different
things to different people (Davis, 1990).
Moving on to requirement levels. Requirement levels consist of Organizational, Product
and Project (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005). The following table relates the three levels to
Anthony’s (1965) Planning and Control Systems: A framework for analysis’ three level
managerial decision-making model (2005):

Requirements at
organizational level

Requirements at
product level

Requirements at
project level

Strategic
Management
*Business Strategy
*Competitiveness
*Technology
*Marketing
*Economic value of
the product
*Packaging
requirements for a
specific release
*Product
architectures
*Project planning
*Feasibility study
*Recruiting people

Tactical
Management
*Planned benefits of
the product

Operational
Management
*Tradeoff between
technology-push and
market-pull

*Resource
management
*Implementation of a
specific release

*Change
management
*Requirements
volatility (subject to
change)
*Validation in terms
of which
requirements will go
to the next release

*Project management
*Quality control

Figure 1. Three Level Managerial Decision-Making Model. (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 8).
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Organizational requirement level involves evaluating requirements to make sure they are
on track with the goals and strategies of the organization and will support business objectives
(Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 9). Product requirement level involves linking requirements to
strategic objectives, while both functional and non-functional requirements are included (Aurum
and Wohlin, 2005, p. 9). Project requirement level involves packaging requirements that are
associated with specific projects or software releases (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 9).

Elicitation Process
The elicitation process as described in the International Institute of Business Analysis’
Business Analysts Body of Knowledge (BABOK) Version 2 (2009), consists of four specific
steps; Preparing for Elicitation, Conduct Elicitation Activity, Document Elicitation Results, and
Confirm Elicitation Results. (p. 54-61) Each of these steps contain subcategories that will be
discussed in further detail in the perspective sections. Let’s begin with Preparing for Elicitation.
Preparing for the elicitation process includes clarifying the scope of each elicitation
technique to be used and gathering any related materials. This is essentially describing
elicitation activities and the planned dates. The analyst should then schedule all people, facilities
and equipment needed for the conducting of selected techniques. Then the appropriate
stakeholders should be made aware of these details. Ground rules should also be formulated
here, as well as a regimen of feedback and the proper process for stakeholders to sign off on their
contributions. The BABOK (2009) also describes some specific inputs that need to be gathered
during the preparation step. (p. 54) They include:

Business need
Important so the analyst
knows what information
should be elicited, “business
requirements.”

Inputs
Solution Scope and
Business Case
Important so the analyst
knows what information
should be elicited.

Stakeholder List, Roles, and
Responsibilities
Used to identify which
stakeholders should be
included in process, and
which ones that should not.

Used when eliciting
stakeholder, solution, and
transition requirements.
Figure 2. Inputs of Preparing for Elicitation. (Brennan, 2009, p. 54)

Two specific items are then listed as outputs for this step; Scheduled resources, and
supporting materials. BABOK (2009) describes the output of Scheduled Resources as the
participants, location, and any other resources for the elicitation technique to be completed. (p.
56) Supporting Materials is also elaborated. It is described as (2009), “any materials required to
help explain the techniques used or perform them,” from the BABOK (Brennan, 2005, p. 56).
The overall purpose of the preparation activity is to make sure all needed resources are organized
and accounted for.
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Next is Conducting the Elicitation Activity. With this instance activities would include
Document Analysis, Task Analysis, Textual Laddering, Focus Group, and sorting by ranking.
Again, the BABOK (2009) provides detailed inputs and outputs for this specific segment in the
elicitation process. (p. 56-57) They include:

Business Need
Important so the analyst
knows what information
should be elicited,
“business
requirements.”
Scheduled Resources
Relevant stakeholders,
location, and resources
need to be available.

Inputs
Organizational Process
Assets

Requirements MGMT Plan

Templates or process for
the activities.

Decides what information needs
to be tracked as an outcome from
each activity.

Solution Scope and
Business Case
Important so the analyst
knows what information
should be elicited.

Supporting Materials
Whiteboards, flipcharts, and
documents are available during
activities

Used when eliciting
stakeholder, solution, and
transition requirements.
Figure 3. Inputs of conduction Requirement Elicitation. (Brennan, 2009, p. 56-57)

The outputs from this step only include one thing; the elicitation results. BABOK (2009)
states that this is the information captured from the stakeholder but a few other things should still
be in mind. For example, scope creep. Following requirements back to business objectives
helps with requirement validation and the prevention of scope creep (BABOK, 2009, p. 58).
Looking at the attributes of each requirement obtained is suggested as a positive practice as well.
Capturing the source, value and priority will help manage the requirements through its life cycle
(BABOK, 2009, p. 58). In addition to those two, tracking metrics, simply keeping track of the
time can aid in future elicitation planning (BABOK, 2009, p. 58). The overall purpose of this
step is to meet with stakeholders to gather information about their needs.
Moving on from conducting is Documenting elicitation Results. This step is a summary
of the output from the event including issues it produced for use in further analysis done by the
analyst, which is the only stakeholder that’s involved (BABOK, 2009 p. 59). The technique or
activity that yielded the results might explicitly shape the type of output the analyst receives but
some common documentation might include written documents describing outcomes, visual or
audio recordings, and whiteboards (BABOK, 2009, p. 59). BABOK only states there will be one
input and two outputs during this step. The input being the elicitation results provided by
stakeholders from conducted activities, while the outputs include stated requirements described
from the point of view of the stakeholder and stakeholder concerns which could include risks,
assumptions, and constraints (BABOK, 2009, p. 61).
Finally, the last step described by BABOK (2009) is Confirming Elicitation Results. (p.
61) The general purpose of this step is validation. “Validating the stated requirements expressed
by the stakeholder match the stakeholder’s understanding of the problem and the stakeholder’s
6

needs,” says the Business Analyst Body of Knowledge (2009). (p. 61) This can be down with or
without the stakeholder being present, however having them present will help further the analysts
understanding of what the stakeholder actual meant, including desires or intentions (BABOK,
2009, p. 61). Validation of stakeholder sentiment can be done through interviews or
observations. Inputs and outputs of this step in the BABOK are as follows:
Inputs
Requirements [Stated, Unconfirmed]
Represent the analyst’s understanding of the
stakeholder’s intentions.

Stakeholder Concerns [Unconfirmed]
Represent the analyst’s understanding of
issues identified by the stakeholder; risks,
assumptions or constraints.

Figure 4. Inputs of requirement confirmation. (BABOK, 2009, p. 61.)

Output
Requirements [Stated, Confirmed]
Stakeholder Concerns [Confirmed]
Identical to Requirements Stated for all
Identical to Stakeholder Concerns for all
practical purposes, including use as an input
practical purposes, including use as an input
to other tasks.
to other tasks.
Figure 5. Outputs of requirement confirmation. (BABOK, 2009, p. 61)

Significance of Requirement Elicitation
There is a saying within software development circles, “garbage in, garbage out.”
Having this in mind is where proper stakeholder identification and proper RE becomes crucial
when designing any type of successful system or application that will meet end user needs. The
adage emphasizes the importance of beginning with a strong and appropriate foundation because
the foundation is the framework on which you will base your entire development process. If
your framework is not correct, all of your hard work and diligence may lead your finished
product to a position of obscure, redundant or un-needed functionality, i.e. it will be deemed a
failure.
Davis, Fuller, Tremblay & Berndt (2006) uncovered that, “The difficulties encountered in
accurately capturing system requirements have been suggested to be a major factor in the failure
of 90% of large software projects.” (p. 47,78-86) “Despite good faith efforts by organizations,
analysts, and users, a majority of systems are either abandoned before completion or fail to meet
user requirements, costing organizations more than $100 billion a year in the United States
alone,” (p. 9) says K. Ewusi-Mensah from his work Critical Issues in Abandoned Information
Systems Projects (1997). Additionally, 75% of entire error removal costs can be attributed to
fixing mistakes made during RE (Urquhart, 1999, p. 12, 44). These studies only reinforce the
importance of proper stakeholder identification and proper RE techniques.
The significance of RE can also be viewed through a functional/technical lens. RE
allows functional business requirements to be translated properly into technical
requirements/terms, or vice versa. When examining a functional business professional or a
technical business professional, it is un-common to see them trained in both aspects of a
business. RE holds the higher purpose of being a conduit of translation between the two fields,
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who can have drastically different examination techniques and thought processes. These
differences can lead requirements obtained to be drastically different. However, RE can lead
them back to a clear and concise vision between the two. A clear and concise vision allows for
greater probability of success.

Common Trends
The trends, for example changes, within the RE landscape we see today go hand-in-hand
with the changes development professionals are experiencing in the software development
lifecycle (SDLC). SDLC’s are evolving and growing larger to encompass new technologies that
are arising. RE is moving from its traditional role in the front-end software development
lifecycle to a key factor in the development process that needs a more accurate understanding of
the field itself (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 11).
Changes can also be seen around the process of decision making and how an organization
perceives this process because RE are essentially techniques and rounds of decision making.
“The complexity of the activities involved in the requirements engineering process call for the
need for organizations to coordinate the decision-making process and increase visibility of the
decisions and the roles played with respect to decision-making in requirements engineering more
visible,” (2005) says Aurum and Wohlin in their work titled Engineering and Managing Software
Requirements. (p. 11) Basically, you are seeing developers becoming more rounded
professionals with expertise in business fields other than IT Development. Such as management
support and stakeholder’s participation taking into account social, political, and cultural issues
(Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 11).
In an article title Modern Trends Towards Requirement Elicitation by authors Ajid,
Nayyar and Mohsin (2010), they break industry trends into two categories; researchers and
practitioners. (p.3) When both groups are asked about current trends in methods the aggregated
results are as follows:

Figure 6. Methods Between Researchers and Practitioners. (Sajid, A. & Nayyar, A. & Mohsin, A., 2010, p.3)
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You can see the differences in techniques favored between researchers and practitioners. With
some techniques being used predominantly and some being used sparingly depending on the role
of the individual.
Aurum and Wohlin (2005) also break down common trends into two categories; research,
and practice. (p.38) The researchers focus of RE was aimed toward structured and rigorous
manual approaches based on new concepts, not just tools, during the 1990s. (Aurum and Wohlin,
2005, p. 39). The techniques were based more focused on goals, scenarios, viewpoints, and
domain knowledge. These techniques can still be seen today (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 39).
In today’s research RE, growing complexity of processes are requiring the development of new
approaches to accommodate specific points in software engineering. The points include agent
and aspect-oriented methodologies, web-based systems, and product lines (Aurum and Wohlin,
2005, p. 39). Moving on to practice, which shows a promising increase in use over the past
years. However, mostly generic and traditional techniques are still being used by practitioners
but techniques such as JAD, Use Cases, Goal and Scenario based approaches are gaining traction
amongst analysts (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 39). Also, of course, as with any software field,
Agile concepts are beginning to creep into RE techniques being developed by practitioners
today.

Common Challenges
The Engineering and Managing Software Requirement (2005) text breaks the challenges
analysts face when conducting RE in a few categories commonly experienced. A lot of them can
fall into the broader categories of contextual, human, economic, and educational factors but the
detailed sub categories are process and project, communication and understanding, quality of
requirements, stakeholders, analyst, research and practice (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 36-38).
The details of each sub category are as follows:

Category
Process and Project

Communication and Understanding

Challenges
*Subject to change and influence from
internal or external factors including
economic, political, social, legal, financial,
psychological, historical and geographical.
*No two RE situations are exactly the same.
*Scope of project or process can vary greatly,
from a single department solution to an
enterprise wide solution.
*Stakeholders properly articulating their
needs.
*Feasibility may not be taken into account.
*Consequences of requirements may not be
known.
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Quality of Requirements

Stakeholders

Analyst

Research

Practice

*Trivial and repeated requirements may be
over looked by analyst.
*Solutions are often given by stakeholders,
not requirements.
*Requirements may not be feasible, costeffective, or able to validate.
*Too vague or specific to be measured.
*Requirements are subject to change
throughout the development process.
*Personal interest of stakeholders may cause
conflicts.
*Do not know what the actually want or need.
*Resist change.
*Opinions/mindset can change often.
*Lack of experience in elicitation
*Lack of experience in identifying all
requirement sources.
*Background may not align with scope of
project.
*May rely on familiarity when the abstract is
needed.
*Many techniques cannot be transferred to
industry well.
*Detailed process guidelines with support
may be limited.
*No agreed upon metrics to measure RE
process.
*Lack of awareness, understanding, and
expertise.
*Large gap between RE theory and practice.
*Large gap between experience in analysts.
*Mistakes can be repeated multiple times.

Figure 7. Common Requirement Elicitation Challenges (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 36-38)

Elicitation Techniques
Focus Groups
Focus groups can be described in many different ways and be conducted in multiple
fashions, personally or virtually. Modern Analyst describes a focus group as a mix of prequalified stakeholders who gather input on the business need at hand and its potential solutions.
(Adams, 2019) Focus groups can also be defined as a means to elicit ideas and attitudes towards
a product, service or opportunity in an interactive environment where participants can elaborate
their impressions, preferences and needs, guided by a moderator (BABOK, 2009, p. 172). A
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focus group can be conducted during any life-cycle portion: exploratory, under development,
ready to launch, or in production. This versatility has led it to become a popular RE technique
among analysts. Focus groups are also considered a great technique for gathering a large amount
of information in a short period of time. (Masters, 2010) This also adds to their popularity,
especially amongst analyst experiencing time constraints.
Once again, BABOK has laid out an overview of the focus group technique divided into
elements, and advantages/disadvantages. However, these won’t be the only attributes being
discussed in this section. Through my research I have found additional information from
Modern Analyst and the Association for Information Systems that will be included.
The elements laid out in the BABOK consist of preparation, running the focus group and
producing the report (BABOK, 2009, p.173). The preparation element has four sub categories.
Recruit the participants is the first and it consists of inviting 15-20 individuals, a number that is
well over what is needed but we need to expect some will not attend (BABOK, 2009, p. 173).
Furthermore, BABOK (2009) states that the topic should influence your recruitment criteria, thus
expanding the focus group’s effectiveness. Don’t include so many support professionals if the
focus group is centered around a solutions development, for example. In addition to this, the
analyst should also consider heterogeneous and homogeneous group formations when recruiting
(BABOK, 2009, p. 173). Heterogeneous groups are composed of individuals with diverse
backgrounds, while Homogeneous groups are composed of individuals with similar
backgrounds. The second sub category of recruitment is assigning the moderator and recorder
(BABOK, 2009, p. 176). The moderator should have the experience to:








Promote discussion
Ask open ended questions
Facilitate interactions
Engage all members
Keep session focused
Remain neutral
Be adaptable and flexible.

The next sub category of preparation is creating the discussion guide. A discussion guide
contains goals and objectives of the session with five-six open ended questions (BABOK, 2009,
p. 176). The last sub category of preparation is reserving the site and services. This includes the
location of the focus group, and any technical support need for the techniques (BABOK, 2009, p.
176). The second element of a focus group is running the focus group session. This is where the
moderator guides the discussion, follows pre planned questions for specific issues and makes
sure all objectives are met. This element can seem easy on paper but can be difficult in practice.
This part should appear free-flowing and sort of unstructured to help elicit requirements from the
participants (BABOK, 2009, p. 174). The last element discussed is producing the report form
the focus group. “The moderator analyzes and documents the participants’ agreements and
disagreements and synthesizes them into themes,” the BABOK (2009) states. (p.174)
Advantages and disadvantages include:
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1.) Ability to elicit data from
a group of people in a single
session saves time and cost as
compared to individual
interviews.

1.) In the group setting,
participants may be
concerned about trust, or may
be unwilling to discuss
sensitive or personal topics.
4.) A skilled moderator is
needed to manage group
interactions and discussions.

Advantages
2.) Effective for learning
people’s attitudes,
experiences and desires.

Disadvantages
2.) Data collected may not be
consistent with how people
actually behave.

5.) It may be difficult to
schedule the group for the
same date and time.

3.) Active discussion and the
ability to ask others questions
creates an environment where
participants can consider their
personal view in relation to
other perspectives.
3.) If the group is too
homogeneous their responses
may not represent the
complete set of requirements.
6.) If the goal of the focus
group is to elicit ideas on new
or changing product, a focus
group is not an effective way
to evaluate usability.

Figure 8. Adv. & Disadv. of Focus Groups. (BABOK, 2009, p. 174)

Furthermore, a research essay written by Farinha and Silva (2013), published by the
Association for Information Systems, highlights important challenges that may arise during a
focus group with indication if they can be overcome. The challenges identified are as follows:
Challenges
Stakeholders’ difficulties to articulate own
needs
Conflicts of interests from different
stakeholders
Incorrect interpretations of analysis
Dominant participants
Shy participants
Biased opinions
Difficulty prioritizing requirements
Slow Analysis of the focus group
Stakeholders’ difficulties to gather at the
same time and place
Success of the focus group dependent of the
moderators’ skills
Limited size of group because they are
difficult to control and limit each participant’s
opportunity to share insights
Low participation rate
Time consumed to follow the discussion

Focus Group
Challenge considered and experienced
Challenge considered and experienced
Challenge considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced
Challenge not considered and experienced

Challenge not considered but overcame
Challenge not considered but overcame

Figure 9. Requirements Elicitation with Focus Groups Challenges. (Farinha & Silva, 2013, p. 9 Table 2)
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Repertory Grid
Repertory grids fall within the cognitive category of RE techniques. This technique is
based on psychologist George Kelly’s personal construct theory of thought. You are essentially
requiring stakeholders to create attributes and assign values to a set of domain entities (Aurum &
Wohlin, 2005, p. 27). In Niu’s and Easterbrook’s work, So You Think You Know Goals?, they
describe a repertory grid as a way for people to verbalize how they construe certain objects
within an area and these verbalizations are considered constructs and the entities they are
referring too are considered elements (Niu & Easterbrook, 2007. p. 55). They continue on,
stating that the most common method of the repertory grid is the triad method where constraints
are bipolar and are labeled with the poles given by the participants (Niu & Easterbrook, 2007. p.
55). The poles are listed on both vertical axis’ and the entities are placed along the top
horizontal axis of the matrix. The idea behind the matrix is to identify similarities and
differences amongst the entities (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, p. 27). An example of a repertory
grid is as follows:

Figure 10. Sample Repertory Grid. (Niu and Easterbrook, 2007, p. 55)

In R.H. Mole’s work titled Testing the Repertory Grid for Personal Decision making and
Problem Solving describes the procedure of using the repertory grid technique in seven steps.
The steps are; 1. Define the problem or decision, 2. Nominate the options or ways, 3. Determine
the problem or decision criteria, 4. Weight the criteria, 5. Fill out he repertory grid, 6. Determine
the ranking of options, 7. Evaluate the outcome (Mole, 2000, p. 12-14) (Wu & Shieh, 2009, p.
1142).
As with every RE technique advantages and disadvantages are associated with the
repertory grid technique. Curtis, Wells, and Lowry (2008) state the advantages of repertory grids
are ease of administering, highly personal, structured and qualitative and quantitative analysis (p.
38,39). They state the disadvantages are it focuses on differentiation in personal construct
systems, sometimes creates monotony, cognitively demanding, requires a lot of time, limited
scope, and it describes rather than prescribes (Curtis & Wells & Lowry, 2008, p. 38). The
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following table elaborates more on their identified advantages and disadvantages of repertory
grids:

Advantages
*Discovers how participants construct their
world.
*Constraints are given by participants; this
reduces researcher bias.
Easy to Administer
*Can gain data in many different contexts.
*Only requires a trained interviewer and an
informed participant.
Structured
*Data is structured because it is obtained in a
grid. Makes usage of multiple grids easy.
*Easy to create maps and diagrams from
structured data.
Facilitates Qualitative and Quantitative
*Personal aspects allow researcher to view
Analysis
participants personal construct system.
*Structured enough to provide for simple
quantitative analysis or more detailed if
needed.
Disadvantages
Differentiation in Personal Construct Systems *Important traits in construct systems may be
over looked.
Creates Monotony
*Process follows a typical routine and can
create boredom.
*Losing interest can reduce the effectiveness
of the technique.
Cognitively Demanding
*Participants have to simultaneously consider
elements, personal constructs, and their
individual ratings.
Consumes a lot of Time
*Constructs must be given by participants
first.
*9x9 grid can take up to 90 minutes to fill out
once constructs are identified.
Limited to Specified Scope
*Finite range of convenience.
*Similarities in entities can lead to constructs
of no use.
Describes not Prescribes
*Explores domains in their current state.
*Not good for identifying future needs.
Highly Personal

Figure 11. Adv. & Disadv. Of Repertory Grids. (Curtis, Wells, and Lowry, 2008, p. 38-39)
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Card Sorting (Ranking)
The card sorting technique involves sorting requirements obtained from stakeholders or
users by allowing them to rank them from most important to least important. This will allow the
analyst to prioritize requirements during the development process. Nurmuliani, Zowghi and
Williams (2004) have defined card sorting in their research titled Using Card Sorting Technique
to Classify Requirements Change. They defined card sorting as participants placing cards into
groups or categories and explaining why and how they determined the criteria for the groups and
categories (Nurmuliani & Zowghi & Williams, 2004, p. 3). Most often it is by level of
importance to the participant. Card sorting is considered a knowledge elicitation technique
where users sort cards according to domain entity names, it helps grouping and association user
requirements (Yousuf & Asger, 2015, p. 13).
Card sorting has various techniques within this technique. Usability.gov (2017) defines
these underling techniques as:

Technique
One on Ones are in-person sessions
with an observer. Participants think
aloud while sorting, giving a clearer
picture of their reactions and thought
processes.
Group / Independent - Concurrent Inperson Sessions have participants sort
a set of cards independently. The
facilitator may brief the participants
at the beginning and debrief the
participants at the end, but the
participant works alone for most of
the session.

Pros
This type of sort may be
completed with physical cards or
with online card-sorting software
and the facilitator looking on and
asking questions as needed.
Because of the limited
interaction, you can have many
sessions at the same time with
one facilitator.

Group - Concurrent In-person
Sessions have participants sort a set
of cards as a group. The facilitator
may brief the participants at the
beginning and debrief the participants
at the end, but the participant together
for most of the session.
Remote, Computer-based Sessions
require participants to work
independently. Participants sort the
cards independently on their own
computers. You can do open or
closed card sorts remotely. Several
software programs exist to help you
with large-scale remote card-sorting

Working collaboratively, or as a
team, may quickly bring about
grouping and labeling of main
content areas.

Allows you to have many
participants in many locations.

Cons
n/a

You must have as
many sets of cards
as concurrent
sessions or have
each participant at
a separate
computer if using
online card-sorting
software.
Group dynamics
might come into
play and should be
monitored.

You do not get
information on
why participants
sort the cards the
way they do,
because you
cannot see the
participants or
15

studies. Using the software is an
advantage because it analyzes the
data for you.

hear them thinking
out loud.

Figure 12. Card Sorting Underlying Techniques. (Usability.gov, 2017)

While conducting a card sort a four-step process should be taken into consideration.
These steps include preparing the cards, setting up the session, leading the session, and analyzing
your data. (Usability.gov, 2017) When preparing your cards list all content topics. Topics can
be words/phrases while being general or more specific. The common limit is somewhere
between 50-60 cards and for a new application stick to content you would like to include in the
application and for an existing application identify the popular and important types of content.
(Usability.gov, 2017) Moving onto setting up the session, an analyst must account for at least an
hour for each session. This is crucial when reserving a space for the card sort, you and your
stakeholders/users don’t want the session to be cut short. (Usability.gov, 2017) The analyst
should also consider the types of resources available in the space reserved. Are there big enough
tables to lay out all of the cards? Are there whiteboards to display all of the cards properly? In
addition to these questions, the analyst should account for a recorder to take note of the
stakeholder’s processes and thoughts. It would be hard for the analyst to guide the session and
take notes at the same time. Third, leading the session, the analyst should begin with showing
the stakeholder all of the cards and explain what you are asking of them clearly and answer any
questions they may have. (Usability.gov, 2017) Then emphasize that you would like them to
work/think outload so the recorder can obtain their thoughts, rationale, and frustrations, if any
arise. The next phase of this step is rather simple, let them work. (Usability.gov, 2017) Step
back and minimize interruptions to allow them to complete their thought processes. Even allow
the stakeholder to add or remove cards during this phase. To end this step, ask the stakeholder to
name and define each group/category so the recorder can obtain this information. The last step
in this process is to analyze your results into a report. (Usability.gov, 2017) This report can
include but not limited to; qualitative data based on user comments; quantitative data based on
what cards appeared together and how often they appeared; commonalities found in your notes
and recordings over multiple sessions or multiple stakeholders, if applicable. (Usability.gov,
2017) All of this information can be summarized easily into an Excel spreadsheet for further
detailed analysis.
Yousuf and Asger have determined advantages and disadvantages of card sorting in their
2015 research titled Comparison of Various Requirements Elicitation Techniques. They are
described as:

Fast and inexpensive
Provides good understructure
Involves real inputs from the
users

Advantages
Accessible through the
internet
Established technique

Reliable and easy
Useful in gathering
qualitative data

Information is structured to
be fed into information
process
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Not suitable for complex,
large and heterogeneous
architectures
Includes only superficial
characteristics

Disadvantages
Involves variable results
Doesn’t provide much
insights about the content
involved

Useful when cards are limited
in number
Limited interactions and indepth explanations reduce the
value of the technique

Figure 13. Adv. & Disadv. of Card Sorting. (Yousuf & Ager, 2015, p. 13)

Hierarchical Task Analysis
Task analysis is a technique that can be conducted in two different forms, introspectively
and observationally. Introspectively involves looking at and examining one’s self while
performing certain tasks within a system or application to elicit necessary requirements.
Observationally involves looking at someone else, a stakeholder or end user, performing certain
tasks within a system or application to elicit necessary requirements. Both have similarities, it’s
just the subject that changes between the two forms of the technique. In Rehman’s, Khan’s, and
Riaz’s essay from 2013, titled Analysis of Requirement Engineering Processes,
Tools/Techniques and Methodologies a clear definition is stated, “this technique entails
constructing top-down tasks hierarchy of the system to find out the knowledge used or required
in the development of the system. Using this hierarchy, the task and sub-tasks are placed at
different level in a tree structure.” (p. 42)
This is an example of a hierarchical tree structure for the task of ordering a book:

Figure 14. Task Analysis Hierarchical Structure. (Hornsby, 2010)

You can see the overall task of ordering a book is at the top, with nothing else assigned at that
level. 1.1 – 1.5 are sub-tasks of ordering a book, each with their own lists of sub-tasks assigned
below their, 1.n, level.
Before initializing the first steps of task analysis, UX consultants say you need to be
aware of the five types of data needed to be collected during this technique. (Komninos, 2019)
The first type is a trigger, what prompts users to start their tasks; next is desired outcome, how
users will know when the task is complete; base knowledge, what will the users be expected to
know when starting the task; required knowledge, what the users actually need to know in order
to complete the task; and artifacts, what tools or information do the users utilize during the
course of the tasks. (Komninos, 2019) The Interaction Design Foundation (2019) also defines
five steps when conducting this technique as follows:
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Step
Identify the task to be analyzed

Break this goal (high-level) into subtasks

Draw a layered task diagram of each subtask
and ensure its complete
Write the story

Validate your analysis

Description
Pick a persona and scenario for your user
research, and repeat the task analysis process
for each one. What is that user’s goal and
motivation for achieving it?
You should have around 4–8 subtasks after
this process. If you have more, then it means
that your identified goal is too high-level and
possibly too abstract.
You can use any notation you like for the
diagram, since there is no real standard here.
A diagram is not enough. Many of the
nuances, motivations and reasons behind each
action are simply lost in the diagram, because
all that does is to depict the actions and not
the reasons behind them. Make sure you
accompany your diagram with a full narrative
that focuses on the whys.
Once you’re happy with your work, review
the analysis with someone who was not
involved in the decomposition, but who
knows the tasks well enough to check for
consistency.

Figure 15. Steps of Task Analysis. (Komninos, 2019)

Understanding user interactions at multiple levels of abstraction provides several
benefits. (Hornsby, 2010) The benefits include: It lets you objectively compare different
approaches to supporting the same task; it enables effective UX design, because designers can
understand how a system works; It supports UX design reuse, hierarchical task analysis lets you
capture multiple implementations of a design pattern. (Hornsby, 2010)
Common disadvantages include: effective analyses require time and resources that may
not have been included in your initial planning; challenging to determine if and how the
completion of tasks would change due to need recommendations (WBI Evaluation Group, 2007).
Other disadvantages associated with this technique can include: only possible for existing
processes; could be time consuming; unusual expectations and critical situations that happen
infrequently may not occur during analysis; may not work well if the current process involves
high-level of intellectual activity (BABOK, 2009, p. 188).

Interface Analysis
Before diving into the components of this technique I would like to first define an
interface. Business Analyst Learnings (2014) states that an interface is, “…a shared boundary
between two components.” Simply put, the boundary between user and application. Keeping
this definition in mind throughout this section will allow you to relate to the information in a
more grounded fashion.
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“An interface analysis carefully analyzes and deconstructs the way that a user interacts
with an application, or the way one application interacts with another,” as described by Modern
Analyst (Masters, 2010). BABOK (2009) describes interface analysis as identifying interfaces
between solutions and defining requirements relating how they will interact, either through user
interfaces, external application interfaces, or external hardware device interfaces. (p. 176)
An interface can be analyzed quickly by looking at what currently exists and building a
high-level context diagram which depicts entities that send and receive data from each other.
(Business Analyst Learnings, 2014) A data flow diagram can then be derived from the context
diagram for a more detailed analysis.
However, the Business Analyst Body of Knowledge (2009) breaks down this technique a
little further into elements and then advantages/disadvantages. Let’s first discuss the elements,
which is the framework of conducting this technique. The elements are stated as preparation,
conducting, and defining. Preparation for interface identification includes examining existing
documentation to identify interface requirements, like a context diagram (BABOK, 2009, p.
176). This is where simple and complex attributes of this technique can overlap. Conducting
interface identification, simply put, involves identifying what interfaces are needed for
stakeholders involved (BABOK, 2009, p. 176). For each interface:
Conducting
 Describe the purpose of the interface.
 Evaluate which type of interface may be
appropriate: user interface, system-to-system
interface and/or external hardware device
interfaces.
 Elicit high-level details about the interface,
depending on its type.
Figure 16. Conducting Interface Analysis. (BABOK, 2009, p. 176-177)

The last element is defining interfaces. BABOK (2009) states that, “requirements for an
interface are primarily focused on describing the inputs and outputs from that interface, any
validation rules that govern those inputs and outputs, and events that might trigger interactions.”
(p. 177) Furthermore, a large number of interaction types may need to be identified (BABOK,
2009, p. 177). The advantages and disadvantages are stated in a clear and upfront manner:

Advantages
Impact on delivery date.
Collaboration with other
Specification of the interfaces
Having interfaces identified systems or projects. Properly
should prevent difficulties in
and their anticipated
identifying interfaces will
integrating multiple
complexity can enable the
allow for better collaboration
components.
analyst for more accurate
between multiple application
project planning.
owners.
Disadvantages
Does not provide insight into other aspects of the solution since the analysis does not assess
the internal components.
Figure 17. Adv. & Disadv. of Interface Analysis. (BABOK, 2009, p. 177)
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Conducting Each Technique
Before going into how each technique was conducted, discussing two important
limitations that I experienced will create the proper context for the techniques and results. First,
there were no design or technical documents to examine throughout the process of elicitation.
This was an existing application, but the original developer’s documents were locatable. The
overall design intent or reasoning behind the design couldn’t be accounted for in the selection
and performance of the techniques selected to be used. As well as, the user cases and
requirements obtained to create the first iteration of the application. All of these components
could have acted as a foundation for the second iteration. A foundation to base the second round
of requirements on, to allow my research to dive deeper into the apparent and unapparent
motivation for the end user. Showcasing more cognitive/behavioral intent.
Secondly, I would like to make note of the operation limitation. The application was not
functioning throughout the process of elicitation. This was an existing application but the first
version was not able to be used when working with stakeholders to develop requirements.
Majority of participants were users of the first version of the application; however, participants
with a familiarity lack potency when compared to participants with a working application in their
hand to examine. Also, when an application is functioning it allows the analyst to determine best
case scenarios where more integration happens and fewer design features need to be altered to
adopt the new set of requirements. This can save enormous amounts of time and money when
developing. In my situation, this wasn’t the case. The application was down, so having to make
lengthy design features were already being planned. The application has been apart of projects
by students, money isn’t an issue here and time had a very large spectrum for completion. The
circumstances may be shielding my elicitation process from these constraints, but time and
money should always be considered when conducting these techniques.

Focus Group
The focus group I will hold for stakeholders to elicit requirements could be broken down
into two processes; preparation and execution. Both are crucial when performing this technique.
If these steps are not done properly the overall effectiveness of the technique will be decreased
and, in some cases, effectiveness can be completely eliminated. Based on my research I wanted
to place more importance on the preparation process of my focus group because it will allow you
to identify any problems that may arise before you are standing in front of a group of
stakeholders. At that point solving problems can cause disruptions and your participants to
become less engaged. With this in mind, the overall time I will spend on this technique was split
70/30, 70 being the time for preparation and 30 being the execution.
The preparation of the focus group will have multiple key aspects that all need to be
addressed before the execution day. All of which, I believe, are equally important to conducting
a smooth and organized focus group. First being identifying your target group of participants
(stakeholders) for this technique. In this case, it is going to be rather easy. Lee Honors College
students, just over 1,600 attend each semester. That is plenty of potential participants for this
focus group. Once I identified them, I need to locate a suitable and common place to conduct the
focus group. I determined the Lee Honors College building was the best location because it is
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familiar to honor students, has open rooms to reserve and a majority of honor students frequent
the building every day. Next, I will contact Jennifer Townsend, an honors college administrator,
about a time to reserve a classroom in the building. We settled on Monday November 18th at
1pm, room 1024. Now that I had the place reserved, I could now reach out to another honors
college administrator, Anthony Helms. Anthony distributed my focus group RSVP via email
using the honors student directory. The student directory is a full list of every honors student at
WMU. The communication included basic information and a link to my Microsoft Form that I
created to record the RSVPs.

Figure 18. (Email communication)

Figure 19. (RSVP Form)

After my communication was distributed, I begun developing my questions and survey for the
participants. I wanted this focus group to have a free/open form with no real set of questions. I
assembled a list of introductory, exploratory and probing questions that I could use throughout
the technique to steer the discussion if needed. The survey was anonymous and made to capture
characteristics of the participant to aid in my analysis of the requirements elicited from the
group.
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Figure 20. (Focus group questions)

Figure 21. (Focus Group Survey)

Now that the participants have been identified, a place reserved, participants contacted, and
questions/survey developed, I begun to gather my materials. The materials included dry erase
markers, multiple copies of the questions and survey, note cards, refreshments and WMU gifts
for participants. Refreshments and gifts were my form of incentives for potential participants.
Providing incentives for participants increases the likely hood of students participating when
involvement, in this case, is 100% voluntary. I picked up some WMU key chains, pens and
folders from an on-campus store. For refreshments, I bought Sweetwater donuts and bottled
water.
Conducting the focus group, I laid out an informal timeline. It was set to begin at 1pm
and I had allotted for 10-15 minutes at the beginning for participants to get settled and grab their
gifts and refreshments. After that I distributed the survey and planned on an additional 5 minutes
for that to be completed. Like I had mentioned before, this focus group was developed to be free
form and not to follow any formal set of questions. It was going to be led by the participants
discussion and what ideas/requirements are being recorded. An hour was allotted for this portion
of the focus group. Once the discussion is completed, the focus group will end and the
participants will be asked to participate in the next RE technique.

Repertory Grid
In this situation, the conducting of this technique would be simple. I already have my
stakeholders in a set location and I will have requirements (elements) elicited directly from the
participants filling out the grid. The grid was developed to rate elements, listed across the top,
by their likeness to constructs listed along the sides. In this case, rating them from 1 to 5.
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Once the focus group is completed, I will fill in the repertory grid with the requirements
elicited and the constructs I determined to be suitable for this process. The constructs will be
developed by me on the bases of similarities between the requirements. I have allotted 15
minutes for myself to determine the constructs before allowing the participants to fill out the grid
based on the group’s consensus. I allotted 25 minutes for the grid to be completed by the group.

Figure 22. (Sample Repertory Grid)

Card Sorting (Ranking)
The card sorting technique will be conducted once the repertory grid is complete. This
technique only requires the use of index cards, that is the only material needed. The results of
the repertory grid will not determine any aspect of the ranking technique; it’s merely conducted
afterwards because I will be able to write the requirements elicited from the focus group onto
index cards while the participants are filling out the repertory grid. I have allotted 10 minutes to
write and align the cards. 15 minutes for the group to properly rank requirements.
This technique will involve two columns of cards placed on the classroom table. The
first, column on the left, will be placed down by me. The cards will be numbered based on how
many requirements are gathered in the focus group. For example, if I elicit six requirements,
there will be six cards placed down, numbered from 1 to 6 in descending order on the table.
After this I will hand the group a stack of index cards with each requirement written individually
on their own card. Same concept as before, if I elicit six requirements the group will receive six
cards. Now the group will be tasked to lay down each requirement card next to its corresponding
numbered card. One being most important and six being least important, for example. The
ranked order will not reflect any individual participant’s rank but a consensus of the group.
Once completed, there will be two columns with each requirement card lying next to a numbered
card.
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Figure 23 (Ranking Example)

Hierarchical Task Analysis
Conducting the task analysis technique will consist of two categories, each with sub-categories
embedded within them. The two high level categories are data collection and the task analysis step
themselves that have been laid out in the previous task analysis section under description. These two
categories and their sub-categories will be conducted five or more of the requirements elicited from the
focus group technique. Thus, this technique can only be completed once the focus group has been
completed.
I will begin this technique by selecting five or more requirements elicited from the focus group.
I will be selecting them based on feasibility and what I feel is most important to improving the
application. If I were to select the requirements based upon the focus group rankings, I feel it would
manipulate results of this technique as well as the interface analysis technique. Stakeholders can be
biased in their decision making. After that I will be able to move on to the data collection category.
Data collection will be focused on five individual sub-categories of data; the trigger, the desired
outcome, the base knowledge, the required knowledge, and the artifacts. The trigger is what causes the
user to start their task. The desired outcome is how the users will know their task is complete. The base
knowledge is what knowledge the users will have starting the task. The required knowledge is what
users are required to know for task completion. The artifacts consist of information and tools users use
during the task. Having this data will allow my analysis to continue on to the next category, task analysis
steps.
The task analysis steps consist of identifying the task, breaking task into sub-tasks, constructing
a hierarchical tree model to illustrate sub-tasks, writing the user story, and validating your analysis.
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Step
Identify the task to be analyzed

Break this goal (high-level) into subtasks

Draw a layered task diagram of each subtask
and ensure its complete
Write the story

Validate your analysis

Description
Pick a persona and scenario for your user
research, and repeat the task analysis process
for each one. What is that user’s goal and
motivation for achieving it?
You should have around 4–8 subtasks after
this process. If you have more, then it means
that your identified goal is too high-level and
possibly too abstract.
You can use any notation you like for the
diagram, since there is no real standard here.
A diagram is not enough. Many of the
nuances, motivations and reasons behind each
action are simply lost in the diagram, because
all that does is to depict the actions and not
the reasons behind them. Make sure you
accompany your diagram with a full narrative
that focuses on the whys.
Once you’re happy with your work, review
the analysis with someone who was not
involved in the decomposition, but who
knows the tasks well enough to check for
consistency.

Figure 24. Steps of Task Analysis. (Komninos, 2019)

Once these two categories of task analysis are completed, I will be able to use the information for
further analysis of application requirements, as well as recommendations to better improve the user
experience.

Interface Analysis
To conduct this technique, I will begin with the requirements selected and used in the task
analysis technique that were first elicited from stakeholders in the focus group. These requirements will
be the documentation I will examine to describe what interfaces are necessary for successful user
experiences, and this examination will be the first step in my interface analysis. Moving on from there, I
will identify what interfaces the application will need based upon the results of the previous step.
Identification of interfaces will require sub-processes to be conducted before moving onto the next
steps. The first sub-process of identification will be outlining the purpose of the interface. The purpose
can be described as why the user will interact with the interface and what the user will achieve by
interacting with the interface. The next sub-process is determining what type of interface is it; user
interface, system-to-system interface, or external hardware device interface. Once that has been
completed, I will be able to identify details about the interface based upon what type it is determined to
be and develop wireframes for each interface if needed. That will be the last sub-process of
identification. The last part of this technique will consist of defining the interface by outlining the
inputs/outputs and the actions that may cause interaction between the user and the interface.
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Results and Analysis
Limitations and Future Work
Limitations when collecting data were experienced throughout the elicitation process. This
limitation was focused on the lack of documentation, mentioned in a previous section, and how it
contributed to limiting the depth and variety of data collected during elicitation. This related to both
types of techniques, one being direct involvement from the users and the second being indirect
involvement with the users. The focus group questions could have been more exploratory if I had
known the original set of development requirements. The task analysis technique, performed by myself
would have been more effective if I could have performed the technique with more robust user cases
developed from my own requirements as well as the previous requirements.
Limitations when collecting data from the focus group were also experienced throughout the
elicitation process. Participation was the focal point of this limitation. I had surveyed nearly 1600
stakeholders, only 10 responded and 5 actually participated in the focus group, the repertory grid and
the sorting techniques. This is below an effective number of participants. Having so few focus group
participants may cause you to adopt requirements that don’t represent the majority of stake holder’s
needs. Steering yourself in the wrong direction here can cost valuable time and money while
developing.
In the future, not having development documents could be circumvented by adopting a variety
of techniques to use. This will ensure the effectiveness and potency of your analysis, leading to a better
functioning application. Ultimately, creating proper design documentation and keeping track of it is the
best way to ensure the next iteration of the application will be an improvement. Organizing the
documentation can be extensive because you may not know how long it will be before a developer
wants to redesign/update the app again. To circumvent the focus group problem, I would hold multiple
focus groups for future development. With participation that low, holding multiple focus groups will
allow you to build your data up so insight and knowledge can actually be derived from it. The analyst
could also try to use better incentives for stake holders to participate, properly identifying their
motivations will pique interest. Additionally, saturating your stake holders with more information about
the focus group could cause participation levels to rise too. I may have simply not given my invitations
enough time or repetition to inform stake holders. All these resolutions can be used in future efforts for
the development and improvement of the application.

Focus Group
The focus was the basis of each of the other requirement elicitation techniques I have chosen to
study. I have spent the most time in preparation of this technique because I wanted it to run smoothly
and create a good foundation to base the other techniques on. Considering how smoothly the focus
group ran I would consider preparation being the most important step with this requirement elicitation
technique. Taking the time to consider all possible constraints that may arise is the most beneficial step
of preparation. Even though I conducted the group session in an open/free-form format, having a solid
structure to fall back on was essential to keeping the group focused, on track and on schedule. During
the planning phase I estimated 1 hour and 20 minutes for the group to grab refreshments, find a seat,
complete the survey and have our discussion. That was an over estimation, the group finished these
activities in an hour. The discussion was exhaustive and the pace was not rushed, so I feel as if the
results of the focus group were adequate.
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Furthermore, in consideration of the advantages discussed in Figure 8. Advantage 1 was
recognized shortly into the focus group session. Gathering multiple stakeholders can save immense
amounts of time and money during the development cycle. Advantage 2 was experienced. This
technique is a phenomenal way to gain insights into intrinsic behaviors your stakeholders possess that
may not be easily captured on paper or by asking them explicitly. I witnessed advantage 3 as well.
Participants were able to adapt and grow their own perspectives of the application based on what other
participant’s experiences have been. Moving onto disadvantages, there were some that were
experienced and some that were not. Disadvantage 1 was not witnessed by myself during the
discussion. Participants were not discussing sensitive or personal topics, so trust and unwillingness was
not an issue. Disadvantage 2 should be taken into some consideration. It is possible that the focus
group’s ideas and consensus may not represent the majority of honor student’s behavior. Disadvantage
3 was not a factor. The group of participants had a wide range of majors, devices used and years in
school. The group had diversity. Disadvantage 4 was not experienced either. I was able to guided
interactions and discussions through my prepared materials as a moderator. Disadvantage 5 was
experienced. I had a good number of RSVPs during the planning phase, approximately 10. However,
once the session neared, the date and time became an issue for half of the RSVPs. Turnout was 50% of
the collected RSVPs, five participants. Disadvantage 6 was considered but I had not originated the group
to determine usability. The group was organized to elicit requirements for the application. So, I
wouldn’t say I experienced it because it was not a part of the scope of the session but I determined it
could be experienced by other moderators.
I would also like to discuss the trends I found surrounding what questions I used, used
frequently or did not use at all. When referencing Figure 20, you can notice that I prepared numerous
questions, covering multiple topics I felt may be prudent. However, shortly into the group session I
realized that the list of questions was too extensive. I found myself coming back to the probing
questions time and time again. For example; Does anyone disagree or disagree with that statement?,
Can you support your claim with an example?, Does anyone else have thoughts on this topic?, How did
that influence your experience with the application? The majority of the questions were not needed
because they were to be used to generate ideas from the participants and the participants had plenty of
ideas to discuss. As moderator, I just needed to have them elaborate further.
The results of the focus group can be described in two categories. The first being the
demographic characteristics of the participants, the second being the requirements elicited. As you can
see the group was quite heterogenous. I feel the demographics of the group would best be summarized
in a table.

Participant 1
Semesters enrolled in Honors College: 1
Academic Year: Freshman
Level of Use: Low
Major: Sales/Marketing
Device Used: Iphone
Operating System: IOS
Participant 3
Semesters enrolled in Honors College: 3
Academic Year: Sophomore
Level of Use: Low
Major: Electrical Engineering
Device Used: Android

Participant 2
Semesters enrolled in Honors College: 3
Academic Year: Junior
Level of Use: Moderate
Major: Biology
Device Used: Laptop or Iphone
Operating System: Windows 10 or IOS
Participant 4
Semesters enrolled in Honors College: 4
Academic Year: Senior
Level of Use: Low
Major: Biomedical Science
Device Used: Iphone
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Operating System: Android 10
Participant 5
Semesters enrolled in Honors College: 3
Academic Year: Sophomore
Level of Use: Low
Major: Accounting
Device Used: Iphone
Operating System: IOS

Operating System: IOS

Figure 25. (Focus Group Demographics)

I consider the application requirements elicited from the stakeholders to be purely functional
requirements. However, I did expect that to happen because the stakeholders, or students, are users of
the application. Not developers or designers, but if a participant had a background in development, I
would expect to have elicited technical requirements as well. When considering using a focus group or
not, having participants with functional and technical backgrounds will increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the technique further. The groups consensus was that these requirements would help
them and the average student access prudent information independently, while also increasing the use
of the application. Easier access to information will drive application traffic up, which is also a goal of
the administration.

1.) Real time
discussion boards
6.) Real time alert
system

Requirements Elicited
2.) Community
3.) Chatbot for
4.) Linked to
service listings
general Q&A and
school email
advising
7.) Thesis
8.) Dining dollars
9.) Access to
discussion board
access
academic forms

5.) Individual
School of study
postings
10.) Group chats
for individual
courses

Figure 26. (Requirements Obtained)

Repertory Grid
As with the initial focus group technique, proper preparation allowed this technique to be
conducted smoothly without incident. Eliciting the requirements went ahead of schedule so I decided to
take a few extra minutes to develop the construct for the grid. The reasoning behind this was because
the constructs really need to be in relation to some but not all of the requirements. Not having the
proper constructs to rate the requirements will yield inaccurate results, and thus not contributing to the
effectiveness of your analysis. I had allotted 15 minutes to develop the constructs and 25 minutes for
the group to fill in the grid. I actually took 20 minutes to develop the constructs and the group took 25
minutes, as I predicted, to fill in the grid. I feel the extra time aided the participants and analysis overall.
Total time being 45 minutes, and still ahead of schedule.
When considering the advantages of this technique outlined in figure 11; highly personal, easy
to administer, structured, facilitates qualitative and quantitative analysis. All of them were experienced
when I was conducting this technique. Even though I performed the grid in a group setting, I was still
able to gain insight on how the participants view applications and application development. It was easy
to administer because it had clear directions and format. It was also structured well; the grid allows for
easy comprehension by the group. Qualitative and quantitative analysis was easily available after
completion. The use of applications like Microsoft Excel aided in the analysis. When considering the
disadvantages outlined in figure 11; differentiation in personal construct systems, creates monotony,
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cognitively demanding, consumes a lot of time, limited to specified scope, and describes not prescribes.
A portion of this list was experienced, while some aspects were not. Because I performed the grid in a
group setting, the individual traits of each participants personal construct system were over looked. Not
to say what was used wasn’t representative of the group at whole, it just would be to extensive to
include each participant’s individual traits and characteristics. I wouldn’t consider this repertory grid to
be cognitively demanding. The group determined the elements (requirements) during the focus group
session and I provided them with the constructs. They only had to determine their group’s rating. Also
based upon the previous statement, completion did not take a lot of time. Again, all the group was
tasked to do was fill in their ratings. I did experience the constraints of a pre-determined scope. The
scope being the requirements elicited from the focus group and those requirements being purely
functional. Lastly, this technique only describes the current requirements and is not helpful in
determining future requirements. Because of this a different technique would need to be selected or
paired with the repertory grid for identifying future needs.
The constructs were based upon characteristics of the requirements. However, I feel further
explanation is need to provide insight on their selection. With typical repertory grids participants
provide the constructs through a selection process that highlights similarities between requirements.
However, in this case I provided the constructs for the group because each individual was not filling out
their own grid. The results recorded in the grid are the consensus of the group. First construct being
(Not)Easy to Use; selected to gauge group’s idea of their own ability. Slow or Fast; picked to rate
performance. (Less)Friendly; selected to gauge this characteristic of engagement. (Not)Enjoyable;
selected to determine what kind of event would cause a user to use the feature. For example, the
discussion boards, may be required for a class and not be enjoyable and thus not frequently used. Or it
could be purely social and enjoyable and used frequently. (No)Added Equipment; selected because
some features may require use of additional equipment, i.e. a printer. Basic or complex; selected to
gauge the groups understanding of the feature’s attributes. Social or individual; selected to determine if
feature will trigger interaction with peers. (No)Technical Development; selected to determine group’s
understanding of the feature’s technical attributes. (Not)Cluttered Webpages; selected to gauge the
groups idea of what feature may be cluttered or not, thus determining ease of usability.

Figure 27. (Repertory Grid Results)
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Construct
(1)
Easy to Use
Slow
Friendly
Enjoyable
Added Equipment
Basic
Social
Technical Development
Cluttered Webpages

Average Among the 10
Requirements
3.1
3.2
1.9
2.8
2.6
2.7
2.5
2.6
2.6

Construct
(5)
Not Easy to Use
Fast
Less Friendly
Not Enjoyable
No Added Equipment
Complex
Individual
No Technical Development
Not Cluttered Webpages

Average of Averages
2.55
Figure 28. (Repertory Grid Averages per Construct)

Requirements
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average Among the 9 constructs
2.6
3.1
2.7
2.5
2.1
2.0
2.5
2.0
2.8
2.8

Average of Averages
2.55
Figure 29 (Repertory Grid Averages per Requirement)
There are 25 number one ratings, 20 number two ratings, 22 number three ratings, 16 number
four ratings and 7 number five ratings. The significance of this is the apparent weight towards the left
polarity, 1 (Easy to Use, Slow, Friendly, Enjoyable, Added Equipment, Basic, Social, Technical,
Development, Cluttered Webpages). This could be because of the requirement exhibits that trait based
upon the group’s knowledge, or it could be a bias to account for. People read from left to right, reading
the left polarity constructs first could cause the group to favor that rating. However, if you look at the
average across all requirements per construct in figure 28, you will see the majority of constructs lay
along the median. The average of averages being 2.55, almost right on the median. Oddly, when
looking at figure 29, you will see a slightly larger variance in the averages per construct, but the average
of averages is the same as before, 2.55. This is due to the constructs representing similarities in the
requirements elicited but not all of them. There is a balance between similar and dissimilar constructs
in regards to the the requirements.
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Card Sorting (Ranking)
The card sorting technique is rather straight forward and it was performed in that manner as
well. I was able to write and align the cards on the table while the group was completing the repertory
grid. Deciding to make a multi-use of my time was very beneficial and should be taken advantage of
when the mediator can. I planned on 10 minutes for the group to successfully rank each requirement
that was elicited. It took them 10 minutes. Ultimately, I reserved the classroom for 3 hours and planned
for 2 hours 30 minutes of execution. Overall, the entire process of the focus group, repertory grid and
card sorting techniques took a cumulative time of 2 hours 35 minutes. That’s still 25 minutes less than
the max amount of time I allotted.
In reference to the advantages of card sorting described in figure 13; fast/inexpensive,
Accessible through the internet, Reliable and easy, good understructure, established technique, useful in
gathering qualitative data, involves real inputs from the users, information is structured to be fed into
information process. This technique has the most advantages associated with it; I did not experience all
of them when conducting the technique but having positives from many different angles will only
reinforce the results. It was extremely fast and inexpensive. I conducted it face-to-face but I am aware
how to adapt this technique to be used through the internet. This can be a plus when stakeholders are
remote. It is reliable and easy. Reliability will always be within this technique unless participants have
bad intentions. This ties into having real inputs from the users, there won’t be any translation issues.
This technique is straight forward with no complications or cognitive drain. Finally, the data (rank) I
recorded is structured numerically so it is easy to process into qualitative information.
In reference to the disadvantages described in figure 13; not good for complex architectures,
variable results, used with limited number of cards, includes only superficial characteristics, lacks insight
about the content involved, and limited interactions and in-depth explanations. The assumption of
ranking implies that the requirements are similar in nature, all technical or all functional for example.
Having a diverse/complex set of requirements will not suit this technique well. Results can vary based
upon who performs the technique. In this case, a group of stakeholders performed the ranking. If each
individual participant ranked the requirements, that results could vary greatly. Additionally, the number
of requirements used can reach a level where effectiveness can start to decrease. In this case, I used 10
requirements. If there were any more, it would become difficult for the group to rank each one
properly. The range of importance could vary so much once numbers are increased passed the
threshold. Superficial characteristics are the only thing included on the ranking cards, so that’s what my
group of stakeholders ranked them on. Card sorting doesn’t provide insight to any underling
characteristics or requirements. Additionally, if performed without allowing participants to interact with
the content and material they will have no basis to formulate the rank. If this happens the value of the
rank will not be as good as a rank produced by more informed stakeholders.
Rank

Requirement
Rank
th
1
3
6
2nd
1
7th
3rd
4
8th
th
4
6
9th
5th
9
10th
Figure 30 (Requirement Ranking)
st

Requirement
8
10
7
5
2
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Hierarchical Task Analysis
While conducting this technique I was able to identify advantages associated with task analysis
that were and were not outlined within the task analysis description of this research. In reference to the
advantages that were mentioned previously. The researcher can compare different approaches to the
same task by developing multiple scenarios. This technique allows you to dissect the need for the
studied requirement and identify many different narratives for the user. This technique allows for the
identification of more technical requirements due to who is executing the process. Developers and
analysts are tasked with this requirement and they typically have more technical knowledge than the
average stakeholder. Task analysis also allows the analyst to conceive multiple designs of the task and
the overlying requirement. This again, relies on the technical knowledge developers and analyst possess
over stakeholders. This technique would be a well-suited compliment to the focus group technique due
to the mostly functional requirements elicited from that process. Pairing task analysis with a focus
group will allow researchers to gain a full spectrum of requirements, tasks, and designs.
By far, this technique has been the most time consuming and cognitively demanding. This isn’t
necessarily a huge disadvantage but these downsides can become more important if the analyst is less
knowledgeable and if the analyst lacks time/resources. If time and resources are a factor in your
analysis the quality of your results can be impacted due to the need of exploring multiple avenues of the
user’s needs. I can also conceive the occurrence of rare user events or needs causing an issue for
analysts and developers. This problem was highlighted previously in the description of this technique. I
did not experience it while performing task analysis but I realize every outlying event or need cannot be
accounted for. If you tried, this tasked would take even longer than it normally does and exhaust your
resources.

Access to Academic Forms Requirement
Trigger

Desired Outcome
Base Knowledge
Required Knowledge
Artifacts

User Data
Student needs to submit information in predetermined
structure to Honors College (application, registration,
submission).
Locate the form, download the form, and then print the
form.
Honors College form are accessible online through the
mobile application. What form is needed.
Information to complete form. Printing the form.
Mobile device, operating system, wireless driver,
wireless printing.

Figure 31. (Access to Academic Forms Data)
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Access Forms

Open
Application

Select Forms
Page

Determine
Form Type

Select Form

Download
Form

Close
Application

Application

Registration

Submission
Figure 32. (Access to Academic Forms Task Hierarchy)

Narrative Persona: Student
A Lee Honors College student needs to submit their application to graduate form. The student
then opens the honors application. They navigate to the “Forms” page by selecting the forms
icon. Once the user has landed on the forms page, they determine what type of form is need
(application, registration, submission). The user then scrolls through the page until they locate
the application to graduate form. The user selects the form, it is downloaded and the user may
now close the application. The form they the user needed is now found and is contained within
their device.

Individual Course Group Chat Requirement
Trigger
Desired Outcome
Base Knowledge
Required Knowledge
Artifacts

User Data
Communicate with classmates or professor.
Exchange communications/information with classmates
or professor.
Communication/message to be sent. Individual course
number.
Locating course message board. Acquire information in
reply from classmate or professor.
Course directory, spell check, Mobile device, operating
system, wireless driver.

Figure 33. (Individual Course Group Chat Data)
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Course Group
Chat

Open
Application

Select Course
Group Chat
Page

Select Chat by
Course

Type in Course

Compose
Message

Select Send

Close
Application

Find Course in
Listings

Select Saerch

Type in Course

Select Course
from Listings
Figure 34. (Individual Course Group Chat Requirement Hierarchy)

Narrative Persona: Student
A lee Honors College student who is enrolled in a honors section of a course needs clarification
on an assignment because they were absent the day this specific material was covered in class.
The user then opens the honors application, navigates to the group chat page. They can either
choose to type in the course, or they can select the course by searching through honor’s course
listing. In this case, the user knows the course and course number, so they type it in directly
and they are sent to their course group chat message board. The student composes a message
with detailed curriculum and the questions they have about the subject. The user selects post,
and the message is posted onto the courses chat for classmates to view. The user can now
close the application until they receive a reply to their message.

Linked to School Email Requirement
Trigger
Desired Outcome
Base Knowledge
Required Knowledge
Artifacts

User Data
Send a message (communication).
Message (communication being received by recipient.
Know the information wanting to be sent. Know the
recipient.
Locating recipient. Receiving confirmation, the
message was sent from email account.
Directory list, spell check, email account, mobile device,
operating system, wireless driver.

Figure 35. (Linked to School Email Data)
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Access School
Email Account
Open
Application
Select Email
Page

Select New
Message

Select
Recipient

Type in
Recipient's
Email Address

Compose
Message

Check
Grammar and
punctuation

Select Send

Close
Application

Find Email
Address in
Directory
Select Address
Bar
Type in
Recipient's
Name
Select
Recipient's
Email Address

Figure 36. (Linked to School Email Requirement Hierarchy)

Narrative Persona: Student
A lee Honors College student is on the application and sees a Metropolitan Series event listed
on the events portion of the application. After further inquiry into the event they see there is
an event coordinator listed in the details. Instead of exiting the honors mobile application and
entering the typical WMU portal to email the coordinator. The user navigates to the student
email page, where it is linked to their traditional WMU Microsoft Outlook email account. The
user then searches the coordinators name in the address directory. The name is contained in
the search results and it is selected and the coordinator’s email is automatically placed into the
row of recipients. The user then composes a message, corrects any grammar/punctuation
errors that are highlighted and selects the send icon. The user is prompted by the application
the message has been sent (confirmation). They are now able to close the application and wait
for a reply.

Thesis Discussion Board Requirement
Trigger
Desired Outcome
Base Knowledge

User Data
Need thesis or thesis activity support from students or
staff.
Receive information or support on thesis or thesis
related activity. Collaboration.
Thesis topic. Thesis activity.
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Required Knowledge
Artifacts

The information received from students of staff about
your thesis or thesis activity.
Directory list, mobile device, operating system, wireless
driver.

Figure 37. (Thesis Discussion Board Data)

Thesis Discussion
Board

Open Application

Select Thesis
Page

Select Discussion
Board

Select
Discussion Type

Compose Posting

New Posting

Select Post

Close Application

Reply Posting

Thesis: Topic

Thesis: Activity

Select Post
recieving Reply

Figure 38. (Thesis Discussion Board Requirement Hierarchy)

Narrative Persona: Student
A Lee Honors College student would like to schedule a focus group to collect data from
stakeholders as a part of the research portion of their thesis. The user wants to initiate the
process but is unable to schedule an appointment with an administrator for quite some time
due to lack of availability. The user then navigates to the thesis page of the mobile application
and selects the discussion board icon. The user lands on a page with two more icons; topic or
activity. They select activity and then selects new posting because they would like to gain
information on scheduling their focus group while spreading awareness of the event to their
potential participants (stakeholders). The user then creates a post listing what they would like
to do/accomplish and who this message pertains too. They also include any questions they
may have for administration. Spreading awareness amongst potential participants without
using communications distributed by administration can increase the over effectiveness of the
activity, in this case a focus group. The user now selects the post icon and closes the
application. Their message is now posted. They wait for a reply when either students or
administration members read the post and submit a response answering the user’s questions.

Community Service Listings Requirement
Trigger

User Data
Need to find Community service providers to complete
community service hours.
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Desired Outcome
Base Knowledge
Required Knowledge
Artifacts

Find communication information of available
community service providers.
Number of hours to complete. Your availability. Your
ability.
Available community service provider date/time, tasks
and contact info.
Calendar, mobile device, operating system, wireless
driver.

Figure 39. (Community Service Listings Data)
Community
Service Listings

Open
Application
Select
Community
Service Page

Determine
Availablity by
Date

Type in Date
(mm/dd/yyyy)

View Calendar
Results

Select Date from
Calendar

Select
Community
Service

Close Application

View Contact
Information

Select Month

Select Day

Select Year
Figure 40. (Community Service Listings Requirement Hierarchy)

Narrative Persona: Student
A Lee Honors College student is required to complete 10 hours of community service each
semester to remain in good standing with the school. The semester is nearing an end and a
student needs to complete three more hours to meet their requirement. The student opens
the applications and navigates to the community service page. The user can type in a specific
date in the search bar or select one from a drop-down calendar next to the search bar. The use
types in a date directly because that specific date is their only availability between now and the
end of the semester. The user selects search and the results are returned. The results are all
the active community service providers that have service hours available on that specific date.
The user then scrolls through the results until they find a provider/activity that meets their
ability and hour requirements. The service provider is selected and their contact information is
displayed. The user records the contact information and can now close the mobile application.
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Interface Analysis
I feel interface analysis is a crucial technique for designing any application that will
utilize Graphical User Interfaces. By defining the purpose, identity type, details, inputs and
outputs of your needed interfaces within this technique lays the foundation for any developer to
start designing. Interface analysis is just a requirement elicitation technique, which is typically
performed long before the design phase, but the knowledge acquired from conducting the
procedures properly can create that important first leg that development teams need to stand on.
Having a sound image of inputs, outputs, and user actions with your interfaces can save money
and recourses in the development lifecycle. By having this image early on developers are able to
introduce multiple iterations of each interface before the end of the lifecycle when costs of fixing
problems can rise at an exponential rate.
In reference to the advantages of this technique defined in figure 17, my experiences have
proven them to be true. There can be an enormous positive impact on your project’s delivery
date. Identifying the complexities of the interfaces early on will allow teams to perform and
follow deadlines better. Identifying the needs of your interfaces will yield you another
advantage in the form of collaboration. I will not have the chance to work with other teams
during my research but I have identified the greater chance of success that forming bonds and
collaborating with other stakeholder teams early on can create. Figure 17 defines one
disadvantage of this technique; does not provide insight on internal components of the interfaces.
This could cause real problems if a project manager overlooks this attribute. I experienced this
with the focus group, everything I elicited there and with this technique was purely functional.
No technical requirements are derived from these processes. Interface analysis should be
supplemented with another technique that’s known for yielding technical requirements; perhaps
data flow diagrams or process mapping.

Access to Academic Forms Requirement
Purpose:

Identity Type:
High Level Details:

Inputs:
Outputs:

Interface Identification
This interface allows honor students to access
academic forms (applications, registrations,
submissions) without navigating to the traditional
Lee Honors College webpage. This will allow easier
access for students, while also pushing more student
traffic to the mobile application. Which is an over
goal of the Lee Honors College administration.
Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Will need to exhibit three main categories for easier
navigation.
 Application Forms
 Registration Forms
 Submission Forms
*See Figure 42 for wireframe.
User action (clicking the needed form).
The downloaded form.

Figure 41. (Interface Identification: Academic Forms Requirement)
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Figure 42. (Honors Forms Wireframe)

Individual Course Group Chat Requirement
Purpose:

Identity Type:
High Level Details:

Interface Identification
Overall, it will stream line student-student or
student-professor communications outside of
the classroom. This interface allows honor
students to communicate with
classmates/professors of the honor section
courses. This communication could include
help with lessons, help with homework,
absence notices, providing feedback,
organizing events or canceling class, etc.
Graphical User Interface
 Pane for viewing previous posts/replies
 Message input pane
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 Send button
 User identification pane
 Current/Active user pane
*See Figure 44 for wireframe.
User action (selecting course).
Information/communication in the form of
postings (messages). User action (posting
message).
Information/communication in the form
postings (messages). Also, replies could be
considered an output.

Inputs:

Outputs:

Figure 43. (Interface Identification: Course Group Chat Requirement)

Figure 44. (Course Group Chat Wireframe)

Linked to School Email Requirement
Interface Identification
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Purpose:

Identity Type:
High Level Details:

Inputs:

Outputs:

To steam line access between Lee Honors
College mobile application users and their
traditional WMU email account. This will
drive more student traffic through the mobile
application and reduce redundancies in email
communication process.
Graphical User Interface
 New message button
 Address bar
 WMU email directory access
 Subject line
 Message input pane
 Spell check
 Send button
*See Figure 46 for wireframe.
User action (clicking selecting new message).
Recipient name or email address. Message.
User action (selecting send).
The email. Sent confirmation prompt.

Figure 45. (Interface Identification: Linked School Email Requirement)
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Figure 46. (Linked WMU Email Wireframe)

Thesis Discussion Board Requirement
Purpose:

Identity Type:
High Level Details:

Interface Identification
Provide Lee Honors College students access
to information/support from students and
faculty. Creates another avenue for
information/support besides the traditional
appointment process. Allows for quick
organization and promotion of thesis activities
and events.
Graphical User Interface
 Button selection for thesis topic or activity
 Pane for viewing previous posts/replies
 Thread subject line
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Inputs:

Outputs:

 Message input pane
 Post button
 User identification pane
 Current/Active user pane
*See Figure 48 for wireframe.
User action (select thesis topic or activity).
User action (select new post or reply). User
action (select post).
Views of previous posts/replies. Replies to
your post. Information contained in
posts/replies.

Figure 47. (Interface Identification: Thesis Discussion Board Requirement)

Figure 48. (Thesis Discussion Board Wireframe)
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Community Service Listings Requirement
Purpose:

Identity Type:
High Level Details:

Inputs:

Outputs:

Interface Identification
Streamline the communication between
available community service providers and
Lee Honors College Students. Eliminate third
party communication sites for volunteer
opportunities. Increase the completion rate of
the community service academic requirement.
Graphical User Interface
 Date input bar
 Date selection calendar
 Search result pane
 Search button
 Clear search criteria option
*See Figure 50 for wireframe.
User action (date input or selection from
calendar). User action (select search).
User action (select clear criteria button).
Information of community service providers
that meet date criteria.

Figure 49. (Interface Identification: Community Service Listings Requirement)
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Figure 50. (Community Service Listings Wireframe)

Final Recommendations
When conducting requirement elicitation to improve either an existing application or the
development of a new one, no one technique is all encompassing. Each technique is different, with
their own distinct advantages and disadvantages. I recommend using multiple techniques to acquire a
full circle view of your application. With some preparation and pre-planning an analyst will be able to
identify what techniques will best suit their needs. Whether they’re looking for more group-based
techniques or individual based techniques, the realm of requirement elicitation has a technique for you
and your team. If you are looking for functional requirements or technical requirements, there are
techniques that will meet those needs as well. The selection and use of these techniques need to be
adaptive. Picking a set of techniques and staying with them throughout the development lifecycle can
yield skewed or one-sided results. The scope of the application and the needs of its users often changes
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as you pass through the development lifecycle. So, the techniques need to adapt to these changes.
Requirement elicitation can’t just be conducted during the start of the project. Yes, it is crucial at the
beginning stages but can’t be forgotten as the project progresses.
Through my research I have found that the array of techniques chosen for a development
project need to include both group based and individual based techniques. Group based techniques will
allow you to meet with multiple stakeholders at one time, often from different areas. This allows the
analyst to gain valuable insight into what stakeholder groups are envisioning. These techniques will also
allow different groups of stakeholders to understand the motives and needs coming from different
stakeholder groups. This collaboration is crucial to success of the project. Having everyone involved
allows for a more refined consensus to be formed. Group techniques also create many give-and-take
scenarios. Often, a certain group of stakeholders will treat their needs as demands and are unwilling to
give anything up. Placing them in a group/collaborative environment can cause their rationale to evolve
and they will begin making appropriate compromises once they gain insight on the rationale of different
stakeholders. Individual based techniques allow analysts to really dive deep into the technical
requirements of the project. They, by themselves, are able to synthesize information more efficiently to
expose the technical requirements that lay behind functional requirements obtained from stakeholders.
In addition, analysts typically will have a developed skillset in this sense. Not that stakeholders couldn’t
be knowledgeable of technical requirements; it’s just analysts have often been trained to identify such
needs. When an analyst is choosing their array of techniques, choosing techniques that allow false
conceptions and errors to be highlighted early on can provide a lot of benefit. Both to the effectiveness
of the application and to the overall cost of the project. One particular saying comes to mind, “fail fast,
and move on.”
In consideration to the improvement of the Lee Honors College mobile application, a couple
underlying factors have risen through my research. First, the requirements and needs I am receiving
from honors students all have a common theme. They eliminate the need for interaction with
administration by making information readily available. By making more information available to honor
students by their own accord, will increase the effectiveness of the student’s abilities and push more
traffic through the mobile application. Second, a majority of the requirements and needs I received
favored social aspects of communication. I believe students are looking for more digital collaboration
spaces to interact with administration and fellow students. However, these collaborative spaces can
also support individual communications as well. Needs of the user can change from day-to-day. Having
both aspects included is a benefit because in the end, users are left with choices to better tailor their
experience to their need. I will end with my recommended rank of requirements elicited.

Top 5 Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Group chats for individual courses
Access to academic forms
Thesis discussion board
Community service listings
Linked to school email

Additional Requirements

Chatbot for general Q&A and advising
Real time discussion boards
Real time alert system
Individual School of study postings
Dining dollars access

Figure 51. (Final Rank of Requirements)
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